Punch,.knowing that all written words are equally open to in-
spiration from the eternal fount and equally subject to error from
the mortal imperfection of their authors.
Then say, of what use is the Bible nowadays to anyone but
the antiquary and the literary connoisseur? Why not boot it into
the dustbin? Well, there is a prima facie case to be made out for
that. Let us first do justice to it.
What about the tables of the law? the_ ten commandments?
They did not suffice even for the wandering desert tribe upon
whom they were imposed byJMoses, who, like Mahomet later
on, could get them respected only by pretending that they were
supernaturally revealed to him. They Sad"to be supplemented by
the elaborate codes of Leviticus and Deuteronomy, which the
most fanatically observant Jew could not now obey without out-
raging our modern morality and violating our criminal law. They
are mere lumber nowadays; for their simpler validities are the
necessary commonplaces of human society and need no Bible to
reveal them or give them authority. The second commandment,
taken to heart by Islam, is broken and ignored throughout
Christendom, though its warning against the enchantments of
fine art is worthy the deepest consideration, and, had its author
known the magic of word-music as he knew that of the graven
image, might stand as a warning against our idolatry of the Bible.
The whole ten are unsuited and inadequate to modern needs, as
they say not a word against those forms of robbery, legalized
by the robbers, which have uprooted the moral foundation
of our society and will condemn us to slow social decay if
we are not wakened up, as Russia has been, by a crashing
collapse.
In addition to these negative drawbacks there is the positive
one that the religion inculcated in the earlier books is a crudely
atrocious ritual of human sacrifice to propitiate a murderous
tribal deity who was, for example, induced to spare the human
race from destruction in a second deluge by the pleasure given
him by the smell of roasting flesh when Noah "took of every clean
beast and of every clean fowl, and offered burnt offerings on the
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